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I.I.I.I. Introduction to LargeIntroduction to LargeIntroduction to LargeIntroduction to Large----Scale CombatScale CombatScale CombatScale Combat    
In large-scale combat, two or more forces meet on the field of battle and engage one another in numbers that would be 
impractical to roll out using standard combat rules.  Usually, the following rules will be employed in particular battles that 
involve more troops than anyone cares to name, or, more often, in wars. 

As used here, a “force” is defined as a quantity of troops under a single commander.  One commander can  command more than 
one force, but a force without a commander is little more than unordered rabble, and will take penalties accordingly.  
Commanders grant their forces a number of tactical advantages, as described in the following sections. 

Rolling up a large scale battle requires the following information: 

i. Commander’s Leadership score, Intelligence, and Charisma. 

ii. Number of troops in the commander’s force. 

iii. General estimates regarding the equipment (weapons and armor) of the commander’s force. 

To simulate large-scale battles, rounds and standard squares have been expanded.  A “battle round”—one round in a large-
scale battle—is thirty minutes.  A “battle square” is 50 ft. by 50 ft. 

Updates from the Last RevisionUpdates from the Last RevisionUpdates from the Last RevisionUpdates from the Last Revision    

Updates to this Battle Book: Large Scale Combat since the last published revision are marked in green throughout the 
document and outlined below: 

• In Section III, added clarification on Health for forces of sizes 1 and 2  and changed Health rounding rules to favor the 
player. 

• Updated Table E: Damage Modifiers to better reflect damage by small forces. 

• Added rules for defensive spellcasting forces to Section VI. 

• Changed Coordinate Retreat  commander action in Section VII. 

• Added the Entrench  maneuver to Section VIII. 

• Updated the Withdraw from Battle  maneuver in Section VIII to reflect updated battle round duration. 
• Added Experience Modifiers to Section IX to enable forces ‘leveling up.’ 

• Removed Section X: Tips & Tricks; with the revised rules, it had become obsolete. 

• Updated new Section X: Forthcoming Sections.
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II.II.II.II. Force SizeForce SizeForce SizeForce Size    & Formation& Formation& Formation& Formation    
Refer to TableTableTableTable    AAAA to determine the size category of the commander’s force.  The size category of a force, along with its Damage 
Class, determines how much damage the force does. 

 

TableTableTableTable    AAAA: Force Size Definitions: Force Size Definitions: Force Size Definitions: Force Size Definitions    

Note:Note:Note:Note: If a commander’s initial troops fall more than 15% short of the force definition for a given size, use the next size down for all 
calculations.  For instance, if a commander has 850 or more troops when the battle begins, you may classify the force as size 6 (a 
“company”), despite not meeting the population requirements.   If the commander only has 849 troops at the beginning of the 
battle, however, his or her force will either be wholly classified as a size 5 or will need to be split into several smaller groups. 

Definitions for the terms used in the table are as follows: 

• SizeSizeSizeSize————The size category of a given force.  The size category is referenced in following tables. 

• PopulationPopulationPopulationPopulation————The  required number of troops needed for a force to be qualified as the indicated size. 

• NameNameNameName————The  standard name for a force of the indicated size. 

• CommanderCommanderCommanderCommander————The standard rank of the indicated force’s commander.  The force commander does not necessarily need to 
hold the indicated rank (or have any rank at all); this column is simply provided for reference. 

• Battle Sq.Battle Sq.Battle Sq.Battle Sq.    Area (LxW)Area (LxW)Area (LxW)Area (LxW)————The area (in battle squares) the force takes up on the map.  The parenthetical dimensions are 
average force formations—a force of size 5, for instance, will take up 20 battle squares on the map, and usually marches in 
a formation of four rows by five columns.  Other marching formations may be utilized in battle at the commander’s 
discretion, as outlined below. 

Marching FormationsMarching FormationsMarching FormationsMarching Formations    

A force of size 4 or larger takes up more than one battle square.  While the suggested marching formations (listed 
parenthetically in TableTableTableTable    AAAA) may speed up representations of forces during battle, a commander is free to reposition his or her 
troops as desired.  

Figure 1Figure 1Figure 1Figure 1 illustrates several possible marching formations for a size 4 force.  While a commander can change the marching 
formation of the force on a round-by-round basis, the each “piece” of the force (each portion taking up one battle square) must 
remain fully adjacent to another piece of the force .  Diagonally positioned pieces (refer to Figure 2Figure 2Figure 2Figure 2) are considered separated 
and take penalties accordingly.  

Forces without a commander must use the default marching formations suggested in TableTableTableTable    AAAA.

Size Population Name Commander Battle Sq. Area (LxW)

1 1 Soldier None 1  (1 x 1)

2 4 Strike Corporal 1  (1 x 1)

3 25 Section Lieutenant 1  (1 x 1)

4 100 Division Captain 4  (2 x 2)

5 500 Cohort Brigadier Lord 20    (4 x 5)

6 1000 Company Second Colonel 40    (5 x 8)

7 5000 Legion Lieutenant Colonel 200   (10 x 20)

8 10000 Battalion Colonel 400   (20 x 20)

9 15000 Brigade Brigadier General 600   (20 x 30)

10 Over 15000 Army Lieutenant General/Lord General Over 600

Force Definitions
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Figure 1:  ExampleFigure 1:  ExampleFigure 1:  ExampleFigure 1:  Examples ofs ofs ofs of    Marching Formations for a Size 4 ForceMarching Formations for a Size 4 ForceMarching Formations for a Size 4 ForceMarching Formations for a Size 4 Force    

   

 

   

    

Figure 2Figure 2Figure 2Figure 2 illustrates invalid marching formations.  The marching formations shown below may not be utilized in battle. 

Figure 2:  Examples  of Invalid Marching Formations for a Size 4 ForceFigure 2:  Examples  of Invalid Marching Formations for a Size 4 ForceFigure 2:  Examples  of Invalid Marching Formations for a Size 4 ForceFigure 2:  Examples  of Invalid Marching Formations for a Size 4 Force    

   

 

See Section Section Section Section 0000: Movement: Movement: Movement: Movement for movement of the individual pieces of a force. 

Separated FormationsSeparated FormationsSeparated FormationsSeparated Formations    

If a piece of a force is separated from the main force (see Figure 2Figure 2Figure 2Figure 2 for examples of separated forces), that piece may be forcibly 
split from the main force.  Essentially, the separated piece is being resized into a new force without direction from a commander.  
Apply the penalties below for resizing a commanderless force to the separated force; the main force (the force which remains 
under the commander’s control) takes half the penalty indicated.  In the case of a forced separation, the force is not “stretched.” 

Resizing a ForceResizing a ForceResizing a ForceResizing a Force    

At times, it may be useful to split a force in the middle of a battle—perhaps half a force is needed elsewhere, and needs to 
retreat from the battle, or perhaps reinforcements are needed to another force.  Likewise, forces may at times need to join 
together in the midst of battle.  If the force in need of resizing has  a commander, see Section Section Section Section VIVIVIVI: Commander Actions: Commander Actions: Commander Actions: Commander Actions for rules 
regarding resizing.   

Without a commander, resizing a force takes four rounds.  During the first three rounds of a “force split,” the force is still 
considered a single entity, but is “stretched,” taking up twice as many battle squares.  Due to disarray, the force deals only half 
Defensive Damage.  (Roll Defensive Damage normally, but halve the final result, rounding down.)  During the fourth round, the 
force is effectively split and is considered two separate forces. 
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In order to join two commanderless forces together, the forces must be both adjacent to one another and willing to join forces.   
During the first three rounds of resizing, both forces are still considered separate, and both deal only half Defensive Damage.   
During the fourth round, the forces merge onto a single battle square and the penalty is negated. 

During the fourth round, recalculate the statistics of the force or forces accordingly.  In addition, reroll Initiative with a -2 
penalty. 

Size Variation: Size Variation: Size Variation: Size Variation: Display on the Battle MapDisplay on the Battle MapDisplay on the Battle MapDisplay on the Battle Map    

For battles with exceptionally large force sizes, the number of troops may make it impractical to display the full force size on the 
battle map.  In these cases, it is suggested the forces be displayed as a fraction of their true size; halving, quartering, or even 
dividing the force area by the highest common multiplier will ensure the forces remain on the same relative footing.  If all forces 
on the field are the same size, for instance, all forces on the battle map may be represented as taking up a single battle square. 

All other rules, including those regarding range and movement, are not changed by the application of this display variation.  
Since the display of all force areas has been reduced by the same divisor, the relative distances are not altered.  Technically, 
applying this variation distorts the size of a standard battle square for the length of the battle; if the size of a battle square 
becomes pertinent during the battle, it may be calculated by multiplying the length of the battle square (50 ft.) by the common 
divisor applied to the force area, as shown in Example A below. 

 

Example A: The Division of ForcesExample A: The Division of ForcesExample A: The Division of ForcesExample A: The Division of Forces    

Force A is size 5 (with a force area of 20 battle squares), while Force B is size 6 (with a force area of 40 battle squares).  In order to 
more easily display the forces, the DM decides to divide each force’s area by the highest common multiplier—in this case, 20 

battle squares—before placing the forces on the battle map. 

On the battle map, Force A is now represented by 1 battle square.  Force B is represented by 2 battle squares.  Both retain the 
same range and movement capabilities. 

Since Force A is trying to capture a specific location 10,000 ft. from where the battle began, the size of the battle squares is still 
relevant.  Under standard display rules, Force A would need to capture 200 battles squares; this, divided by the same divisor of 
20, comes out to a revised 10 battles squares.  Likewise, by multiplying 50 ft. by 20, the “revised” length of a battle square can 

be calculated—for this example, one battle square on the battle map measures 1000 ft. by 1000 ft. 
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III.III.III.III. Force Initiative, Health, and Force Initiative, Health, and Force Initiative, Health, and Force Initiative, Health, and MovementMovementMovementMovement    
The following subsections outline how to calculate a force’s Initiative, Health, and Movement. 

InitiativeInitiativeInitiativeInitiative    

A force’s Initiative bonus is equal to its commander’s Intelligence Modifier.  At the beginning of each pitched battle, all 
participating forces roll a standard Initiative check; whichever force manages the highest Initiative gains First Strike.  (Refer to 
SectionSectionSectionSectionVIIIVIIIVIIIVIII: First Strike: First Strike: First Strike: First Strike....)  

Forces launching a surprise attack or otherwise gaining a surprise round automatically win First Strike.  In this case, Initiative 
serves only to indicate the order of the forces’ turns. 

Note: Note: Note: Note: Forces without a commander do not receive an Initiative bonus.  Initiative checks are the natural result from the d20. 

HealthHealthHealthHealth    

To determine the Health of a force, calculate the average HP of all troops in the force, then multiply the result by the one-
fiftieth the total number of troops in the force.  A force of 500 wherein the troops have an average HP of 5, for example, would 
have a total Health of 50.   

 

Example A: 500 StrongExample A: 500 StrongExample A: 500 StrongExample A: 500 Strong    

5 x (500/50) = 50 

 

To calculate the number of troops remaining at the end of a battle, calculate the percentage of Health remaining.  The 
percentage of troops is equal to the remaining percentage of Health.  If the force illustrated above has 40 Health remaining 
after defeating the enemy force, for instance, an even 400 troops survived to see victory. 

 

Example B: The Forces RemainingExample B: The Forces RemainingExample B: The Forces RemainingExample B: The Forces Remaining    

40/50 = .8  

.8 x 500 troops = 400 troops 

 

If the result is not an integer (i.e., a number such as “401.342”), round up.  

Note: Note: Note: Note: The Health rules for large scale battles will generally result in a Health of 1 for most forces of size 1 and 2.  While such a 
low Health may seem skewed, it in fact represents the difficulty inherent in keeping such a small force alive for a full battle 
round (i.e., thirty minutes).  In a battle of epic forces, small skirmishes hardly register.  If the majority of forces in the battle are 
under size 3, using standard battle rules—rather than the large scale battle rules outlined here—is recommended.
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MovementMovementMovementMovement    

The speed of a force is equal to the speed of the slowest troop in the force.  The base speed of a force entirely staffed by humans, 
for instance, would be 30 ft. per six-second round.  However, since rounds in large-scale combat are fifteen minutes, and forces 
spend a fair amount of time trooping from one location to another, this number has limited use, in and of itself.  Common base 
speeds per six-second round have been converted to more useful distance measurements in TableTableTableTable    BBBB.  The “squares” referenced 
in the Battle Round column are battle squares; the Hour March and Day March indicate the distance the force could march in 
the referenced time.  A day’s march is considered eight hours. 

Note: Note: Note: Note: Commanders with a Leadership score of 22 or more are so organized or motivational that they provide a boost to the 
speed of their force.  Be sure to check TableTableTableTable    MMMM (Section Section Section Section IIII) for Leadership speed modifiers.   

 

TableTableTableTable    BBBB: : : : Force Speed vs. DistanceForce Speed vs. DistanceForce Speed vs. DistanceForce Speed vs. Distance    

Attacks of Opportunity and Moving During BattleAttacks of Opportunity and Moving During BattleAttacks of Opportunity and Moving During BattleAttacks of Opportunity and Moving During Battle    

During active battle, any force with an adjacent hostile foe may not move more than one battle square without invoking an 
Attack of Opportunity.  This free “50-foot adjustment” is the equivalent of the 5-foot adjustment rule in small-scale battles. 

Unless otherwise hindered, a force may move its full battle speed (as shown in TableTableTableTable    BBBB) and make one attack per battle round.  
A force may voluntarily “give up” its attack action in order to double its movement speed for that round, if desired. 

Forces of size 4 and larger take up more than one battle square.  Each individual “piece”  of the force (each portion taking up a 
battle square) may move the full battle speed each round, but must end the battle round adjacent to another piece of the same 
force. 

Note:Note:Note:Note: Unless the commander of the force has the Along the Line feat, the force may only attack one opponent each round.  See 
Section Section Section Section IIII for more information on commander feats.    

Round* Battle Round** Hour March Day March

5 ft. 1 sq. .6 mi. 4.5 mi

10 ft. 2 sq. 1.1 mi. 9.1 mi

15 ft. 3 sq. 1.7 mi. 13.6 mi

20 ft. 4 sq. 2.3 mi. 18.2 mi

25 ft. 5 sq. 2.8 mi. 22.7 mi

30 ft. 6 sq. 3.4 mi. 27.3 mi

35 ft. 7 sq. 4. mi. 31.8 mi

40 ft. 8 sq. 4.5 mi. 36.4 mi

45 ft. 9 sq. 5.1 mi. 40.9 mi

50 ft. 10 sq. 5.7 mi. 45.5 mi

55 ft. 11 sq. 6.3 mi. 50. mi

60 ft. 12 sq. 6.8 mi. 54.5 mi

65 ft. 13 sq. 7.4 mi. 59.1 mi

70 ft. 14 sq. 8. mi. 63.6 mi

75 ft. 15 sq. 8.5 mi. 68.2 mi

80 ft. 16 sq. 9.1 mi. 72.7 mi

85 ft. 17 sq. 9.7 mi. 77.3 mi

90 ft. 18 sq. 10.2 mi. 81.8 mi

95 ft. 19 sq. 10.8 mi. 86.4 mi

100 ft. 20 sq. 11.4 mi. 90.9 mi

105 ft. 21 sq. 11.9 mi. 95.5 mi

110 ft. 22 sq. 12.5 mi. 100. mi

115 ft. 23 sq. 13.1 mi. 104.5 mi

120 ft. 24 sq. 13.6 mi. 109.1 mi

125 ft. 25 sq. 14.2 mi. 113.6 mi

*Speed per 6-second round.

**Speed per 15-minute round.

Force Distance Per:
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IV.IV.IV.IV. On the AttackOn the AttackOn the AttackOn the Attack    

Damage ClassDamage ClassDamage ClassDamage Class    

The Damage Class of a force determines the die type rolled for that force’s damage.  The Damage Class is based upon the 
equipment of a given force, as shown in TableTableTableTable    CCCC below.  Apply each bonus or penalty in accordance with the percentage of 
troops equipped with that type of weapon.  The total Damage Class of a force is the sum of all bonuses and penalties granted by 
its troops’ equipped weapons—hence, if 20% of the force is unarmed (-5), 20% has medium-sized simple weapons (+0), and 
60% carries large martial weapons (+6), the force’s total Damage Class is +1. 

A force without a commander takes no penalties to their Damage Class; a mob, even without a leader, can do significant 
damage when equipped with the right weapons.  Such a force does, however, take a flat penalty to its Damage Modifier, as 
described below. 

Enchanted weapons grant a bonus to Damage Class above and beyond the standard weapon bonuses.  To calculate the bonus to 
Damage Class for a force equipped with enchanted weapons, first calculate the base bonus based upon the type of weapons 
enchanted.  The last row in TableTableTableTable    CCCC, “Magical/Enchanted,”    outlines the Damage Class bonuses for enchanted weapons.  
Average the enchantment bonuses of all the enchanted weapons in the force, then refer to the applicable “Percentage 
Equipped” column for the total Damage Class bonus.  In the case of a non-integer result, round up. 

Spellcasters who join a force can also boost a force’s Damage Class.  To determine the bonus granted by spellcasters, calculate 
the percentage of the force the spellcasters will make up and multiply it by the average level of spellcasters, then add the result 
to the total Damage Class of the force.  If the result is a non-integer, round up.  This Damage Class bonus only lasts as many 
rounds as the spellcasters can still effectively cast.  (See Section Section Section Section VIVIVIVI to determine the stamina of the accompanying spellcasters.)   
If the additional spellcasters make up more than 50% of the total force, the force takes Defense Class penalties equal to the 
size category of the force; the Defense Class penalties apply regardless of whether or not the spellcasters have any spells 
remaining.  

 

TableTableTableTable    CCCC: : : : Damage ClassDamage ClassDamage ClassDamage Class    

Note: Note: Note: Note: A force of monks (or other troops proficient in unarmed attacks) does not take the above Damage Class penalties.  Rules 
for troops proficient in unarmed attacks will be outlined in later versions of the Terr-Solum Battle Book.   

FatigueFatigueFatigueFatigue    

Fatigued forces (as described in Section Section Section Section VIIIVIIIVIIIVIII) take a -2 penalty to their Damage Class and Defense Class. 

FortificationsFortificationsFortificationsFortifications    

If one force attacks another that has the benefit of defensive fortifications, the attacking force takes penalties to its Damage 
Class according to the rating of the fortification.  See Section Section Section Section IIII     for applicable Damage Class penalties.

W
e

a
p

o
n

s

Unarmed

Equipment Modifiers: Damage Class

Percentage Equipped: ≤ 20 % 21 - 49 % 50 - 79 % ≥ 80 %

Simple, Tiny -3 -3 -4

-5 -6 -7 -7

Martial, Small +0 +0 +0 +0

Simple, Small/Medium/Large +0 +0 +0

-3 -4 -4 -5

-4

+0

Martial, Medium +0 +0 +3 +3

Martial, Large +3 +3 +4 +4

Exotic, Tiny/Small

 *'Bonus' refers to the average enchantment bonus of the equipped weapons.

Exotic, Medium/Large +4 +5 +6 +7

Magical/Enchanted* Bonus/3 Bonus/2 Bonus Bonus + 2
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Damage Damage Damage Damage TypeTypeTypeType    

Damage type (die type) of a force is determined equally by the force’s Damage Class and its size.  Refer to TableTableTableTable    DDDD to determine 
the damage type dealt by a given force. 

 

TableTableTableTable    DDDD: : : : Damage Type by SizeDamage Type by SizeDamage Type by SizeDamage Type by Size    

If the total Damage Class of a force is less than zero, take the die type from the “+0” column that corresponds with the force size, 
then reduce one die size per negative two Damage Class.   

 

Example A: The Peasant TroopsExample A: The Peasant TroopsExample A: The Peasant TroopsExample A: The Peasant Troops    

A force of 750 peasants has banded together against their tyrant baron.  While half of them have pitchforks and other pointed 
farm implements (large, simple weapons; +0), the other half has little more than furious intentions (unarmed; -7).  At a +0 

Damage Class, the size 5 peasant force would have a damage type of 2d12.  However, with the unarmed penalties included, the 
force’s Damage Class is -7, which reduces the die type by three sizes.  The peasants, even with all their fury, can only deal 2d6 

damage per battle round. 

Ouch. 

 

If a force’s Damage Class penalty is so severe that its damage type would be reduced beyond 1d4, assume the force does zero 
damage.  In effect, its weapons are not sufficient to deal damage to the opposing force. 

Damage Modifier: +0* +2 +4 +6 +8 +10 +12 +14 +16

1 d6 d8 d10 2d8 2d10 2d12 3d10 3d12 4d10

2 2d6 2d8 2d10 2d12 3d10 3d12 4d10 4d12 3d20

3 2d8 2d10 2d12 3d10 3d12 4d10 4d12 3d20 4d20

4 2d10 2d12 3d10 3d12 4d10 4d12 3d20 4d20 1d100

5 2d12 3d10 3d12 4d10 4d12 3d20 4d20 1d100 2d100

6 2d20 4d12 3d20 4d20 1d100 2d100 3d100 4d100 5d100

7 2d100 3d100 4d100 5d100 6d100 7d100 10d100 2d1000 3d1000

8 4d100 5d100 6d100 7d100 10d100 2d1000 3d1000 4d1000 5d1000

9 7d100 10d100 2d1000 3d1000 4d1000 5d1000 6d1000 7d1000 8d1000

Damage Type by Size
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 *If modifier is less than zero, reduce one die size per negative two. Minimum damage is zero.
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Damage ModifierDamage ModifierDamage ModifierDamage Modifier    

As the commander of a force determines where and how best to attack, the force’s base Damage Modifier is determined by the 
commander’s Intelligence.  Commanders without the Leadership feat still grant the Damage Modifier corresponding with their 
Intelligence score. 

    

Table Table Table Table EEEE: Damage Modifier: Damage Modifier: Damage Modifier: Damage Modifier    

Without a commander, a force has a natural Damage Modifier equal to the Size Category listed under the first row of the above 
table.  This inherent penalty reflects the ineffective tactics of a directionless force.   

The Damage Modifier granted by the commander is a flat addition to whatever damage is rolled during an attack, and applies 
to all damage the force deals, including Defensive Damage.  (See Section Section Section Section IIII    for more on Defensive Damage.)  

Attacking with a Force: Ranged or Melee?Attacking with a Force: Ranged or Melee?Attacking with a Force: Ranged or Melee?Attacking with a Force: Ranged or Melee?    

Each force must have an overall damage “type”: the force may be melee fighters, ranged fighters, or spellcasters.  In the case of 
melee fighters,  all outlined charts stand without modification.  Melee fighters have a standard range of one square. 

Ranged fighters utilizing a bow (or another ranged weapon they’re proficient with) deal damage in accordance with their 
Damage Class, like melee fighters, but take a penalty to Defense Class equal to the force’s size category.  In return, a ranged 
force can attack from a distance equal to the number of squares the force’s weapon would reach, plus one.  As each large-scale 
battle square is 50 ft.  by 50 ft., a standard force of longbowman (which have a typical range of 110 ft.) will have a range of  
3 battle squares. 

Spellcasters can be either ranged or melee, depending upon the chosen spell.  More information on using spellcasters as a 
versatile force can be found in Section Section Section Section VIVIVIVI. 

Unlike ranged and melee fighters, spellcasters can also “join” with another force in order to boost the Damage Class of the 
joined force.  See SectionSectionSectionSection    IVIVIVIV: Damage Class: Damage Class: Damage Class: Damage Class for more on spellcasting damage dealt as part of a force.  If spellcasters make up 
more than 50% of a force, the force takes a penalty to its Defense Class equal to the size category of the force. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

≤ 7 -5 -15 -90 -110 -130 -150 -170 -190 -210

8 - 11 +5 +15 +80 +50 +30 +20 +10 +0 -30

12 -15 +6 +18 +110 +80 +50 +30 +20 +10 -20

16 - 21 +7 +21 +140 +110 +80 +50 +30 +20 -10

22 - 25 +8 +24 +170 +140 +110 +80 +50 +30 +0

26 - 29 +9 +27 +200 +170 +140 +110 +80 +50 +20

30 - 33 +10 +30 +210 +180 +150 +120 +90 +60 +30

34 - 37 +11 +33 +220 +190 +160 +130 +100 +70 +40

≥ 38 +12 +36 +230 +200 +170 +140 +110 +80 +50
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Size Category:

Leadership Modifiers: Damage Modifiers
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V.V.V.V. On the DefenseOn the DefenseOn the DefenseOn the Defense    
A force attacked is likely to defend itself—and in war, that defense is likely to include damage.  The force’s Defense Class 
determines the amount of damage an attacked force does in retaliation.  The force’s commander and its equipment modify this 
base Defense Class to determine the force’s final Defensive Damage roll. 

Defense ClassDefense ClassDefense ClassDefense Class    

A charismatic commander knows how to motivate their force, and can convince their troops to stand firm even against 
overwhelming odds.  Accordingly, one part of a force’s Defense Class is determined by the commander’s Charisma score.   

Forces without a commander do not gain this bonus to Defense Class, but commanders without the Leadership feat still grant 
the Defense Class bonus corresponding with their Charisma score. 

    

TableTableTableTable    FFFF: : : : Defense Class Bonuses by Commander’s CharismaDefense Class Bonuses by Commander’s CharismaDefense Class Bonuses by Commander’s CharismaDefense Class Bonuses by Commander’s Charisma    

While a commander’s presence significantly boosts a force’s Defense Class, even the most anarchist force can be hard to hit with 
the right armor or shields.  TableTableTableTable    GGGG, below, outlines the force’s Defense Class based upon the percentage of the force equipped.  
The bonuses stack; if half the force is completely unarmored and the other half wears armor with a +5 AC bonus, the force’s 
bonus to Defense Class from equipment will be +1.   

 

TableTableTableTable    GGGG: : : : Defense Class Bonus by EquipmentDefense Class Bonus by EquipmentDefense Class Bonus by EquipmentDefense Class Bonus by Equipment    

To determine the overall Defense Class of a force, add the commander bonus to the equipment bonus.  Two examples follow. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

≤ 7 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10

8 - 11 +3 +3 +2 +2 +1 +1 +0 -3 -5

12 -15 +4 +4 +3 +3 +2 +2 +1 -2 -4

16 - 21 +5 +5 +4 +4 +3 +3 +2 -1 -3

22 - 25 +6 +6 +5 +5 +4 +4 +3 +0 -2

26 - 29 +7 +7 +6 +6 +5 +5 +4 +1 -1

30 - 33 +8 +8 +7 +7 +6 +6 +5 +2 +0

34 - 37 +9 +9 +8 +8 +7 +7 +6 +3 +1

≥ 38 +10 +10 +9 +9 +8 +8 +7 +4 +2

Leadership Modifiers: Defense Modifiers

Size Category:
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Shield, Cover

Bonus/3 Bonus/2 Bonus Bonus + 2

+4 +5

+2 +3 +4 +5

Armor, 1 - 2

Armor, 3 - 4

 *'Bonus' refers to the average enchantment bonus of the equipped armor.

Percentage Equipped:

-4 -5 -5

+1 +2 +3 +4

≤ 20 % 21 - 49 % 50 - 79 % ≥ 80 %

+2

Armor, 7 - 8

A
rm

o
r 

C
la

ss

Unarmored -3

Armor, 5 - 6

+7

Magical/Enchanted*

+2 +3 +4 +5

+3 +4

+2

Shield, 3 - 4

Equipment Modifiers: Damage Class

Shield, 1 - 2

+4 +5 +6 +7

+6 +7 +8 +9

+1
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Example AExample AExample AExample A: The Forester’s Army: The Forester’s Army: The Forester’s Army: The Forester’s Army    

A forester raises an army of fellow yeoman from around the country.  He manages to raise a thousand troops, granting him a 
force size of 6.  He’s a rough and tumble kind of commander, but likable enough; he’s got a Charisma score of 16.  Per TableTableTableTable    FFFF, 
that gives him a base Defense Class of +3. 

As yeomen, most of his force is completely unarmored.  400 of his troops (40%) manage to scrounge together some leather 
armor with a +1 AC bonus.  About half of them own or construct wooden shields (+1 AC) on their way to the battlefield.  The 
40% of his force with leather armor grants a Defense Class of +2, but the 60% without any armor at all add a -5 penalty.  
From armor alone, the force takes a -3 penalty, then (the sum of the armor bonuses), which washes out the bonus from the 
commander’s Charisma. 

Still, half of his troops have wooden shields with a +1 AC.  Not having a shield detracts nothing from the Defense Class, so the 
forester’s total Defense Class is equal to his bonus from the shields: +3.   

Example B: The Nobleman’s ArmyExample B: The Nobleman’s ArmyExample B: The Nobleman’s ArmyExample B: The Nobleman’s Army    

For this example, take a haughty nobleman with more wealth than sense—nothing too outlandish.  As the baron of a local, 
well-populated region dotted with prosperous cities, he has his pick of willing soldiers to join him in his search for glory; 
however, since our nobleman wants to outfit his entire force with +2 full plate, he decides to limit his troops to a mere 500.   

The nobleman is not terribly well-liked outside of bankers’ back rooms, and that, coupled with an unfortunate genetic makeup, 
left him with a Charisma of only 7.  His resulting leadership modifier to Defense Class is a severe penalty:  -10.  (He’s also far too 
arrogant to hire a commander with a cleft chin and a heroic disposition.) 

He calls in the gnomes, and has his entire force outfitted with enchanted full plate.  The full plate itself grants an AC bonus of 
+8; since his entire force is outfitted in it, his Defense Class gains a boost of +9.  The +2 enchantment, likewise layered over the 
entire force, boosts his Defense Class another +4.  Since his troops can hardly stand in full plate already, the nobleman doesn’t 
bother with shields.   

The total penalty from the nobleman’s Charisma score negates the better part of the force’s equipment bonus,  so the nobleman’s 
force rolls onto the battlefield with a total Defense Class of +3, despite their shined armor and magical backing. 

There’s a Robin Hood and Sheriff of Nottingham reference in there somewhere. 

Modifiers to Defense ClassModifiers to Defense ClassModifiers to Defense ClassModifiers to Defense Class: Fatigue, Fortifications, and Spellcasters: Fatigue, Fortifications, and Spellcasters: Fatigue, Fortifications, and Spellcasters: Fatigue, Fortifications, and Spellcasters    

FatigueFatigueFatigueFatigue    

Fatigued forces (as described in Section Section Section Section VIIIVIIIVIIIVIII) take a -2 penalty to their Defense Class and Damage Class. 

FortificationsFortificationsFortificationsFortifications    

Fortifications—regardless of whether they were just constructed or have stood for centuries—can provide  exceptional bonuses 
to a force’s Defense Class.  As fortifications both improve the defending force’s position and make an attacking force’s job more 
difficult, fortifications also apply a penalty to the attacking force’s Damage Class.   

There are four rated classes of fortifications, defined in TableTableTableTable    HHHH below.  DM discretion determines the final rating of any 
fortification. 

 

TableTableTableTable    HHHH: : : : Fortifications: Defense and Damage Class ModifiersFortifications: Defense and Damage Class ModifiersFortifications: Defense and Damage Class ModifiersFortifications: Defense and Damage Class Modifiers    

 Rating
Defense 

Class

Attacker 

Penalty*

1 +2 -3

2 +4 -6

3 +6 -9

4 +8 -12

Fortifications: Defense and Damage Class Modifiers

*The attacking force takes this penalty to its Damage Class.

Description Examples

Ramshackle, non-permanent fortification; likely thrown 

together by an untrained force or on short notice.

Semi-permanent fortification with reinforced structure.

Permanent fortification with average workmanship.

Permanent fortification constructed by expert artisans.

Sandbags, driftwood barriers, peasants' homes, shallow 

ditches.

Average town buildings, caravans, war fortifications 

constructed by trained artisans.

Town hall, run-down forts, nobles' homes.

Stone churches, a palace or castle, a military fort.
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Fortification features (e.g., murder holes, arrow slits, or defensive traps) increase the bonuses granted to the defending force’s 
Defense Class according to TableTableTableTable    IIII below.  Some fortification features (e.g., large windows) may decrease the defending force’s 
Defense Class, as noted. 

 

TableTableTableTable    IIII: : : : Fortification Features: Defense Class ModifiersFortification Features: Defense Class ModifiersFortification Features: Defense Class ModifiersFortification Features: Defense Class Modifiers    

The bonuses and penalties to Defense Class listed in TableTableTableTable    IIII stack; a fortification with a rating 1 and equipped with both boiling 
oil and murder holes, for instance, would grant the defending force a total Defense Class bonus of +6. 

SpellcastersSpellcastersSpellcastersSpellcasters    

If spellcasters make up more than 50% of a force, the force takes a penalty to its Defense Class equal to the size category of the 
force. 

On the other hand, a force of pure spellcasters can cast defensively, providing a significant boost to another force’s Defense 
Class or spinning fortifications from pure air.  See Section Section Section Section VIVIVIVI for more information on using spellcasters as defense boosters. 

Defensive DamageDefensive DamageDefensive DamageDefensive Damage    

Once a force’s Defense Class is calculated, refer to TableTableTableTable    JJJJ to determine the force’s Defensive Damage. 

 

TableTableTableTable    JJJJ: : : : DefensiveDefensiveDefensiveDefensive    DamageDamageDamageDamage    TypeTypeTypeType    by Force Sizeby Force Sizeby Force Sizeby Force Size    

Defensive Damage is rolled whenever a force is attacked, regardless of whether the attackers deal any damage.  While the die 
type of Defensive Damage dealt increases for every two added to the force’s Defense Class, forces with an “odd-numbered” 
Defense Class (e.g., 1, 3, 5, etc.) deal the listed damage plus the force’s Defense Class.  The forester’s army from Example A above, 

*Applies to the defending force's Defense Class.

Fortification Features: Defense Class Modifiers

Boiling Oil/Pitch

Large Windows

Moat

Murder Holes or Pit Traps

Roof, Full

Roof, Partial

Slanted Walls/Staked Walls

Walls > 10 feet

Fortification Feature

Arrow Slits/Crenellations

+1

+1

+1

+1

+2

+2

Bonus/Penalty*

+2

+2

-1

Defense Class: +0* +2 +4 +6 +8 +10 +12 +14 +16

1 1d3 1d4 1d6 2d4 2d6 1d12 3d6 2d10 2d10

2 1d6 1d8 1d10 1d12 3d6 2d10 2d10 2d12 3d10

3 1d8 1d10 1d12 3d6 2d10 2d10 2d12 3d10 2d20

4 1d10 1d12 3d6 2d10 2d10 2d12 3d10 2d20 3d20

5 1d12 3d6 2d10 2d10 2d12 3d10 2d20 3d20 4d20

6 1d20 2d12 3d10 2d20 3d20 4d20 1d100 2d100 3d100

7 4d20 1d100 2d100 3d100 4d100 5d100 7d100 8d100 1d1000

8 2d100 3d100 4d100 5d100 7d100 8d100 1d1000 2d1000 3d1000

9 5d100 7d100 8d100 1d1000 2d1000 3d1000 4d1000 5d1000 5d1000

Defensive Damage Type by Size
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 *If modifier is less than zero, reduce one die size per negative two. Minimum damage is zero.
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for instance, would deal 3d10+3 in retaliation, whereas the nobleman’s army would deal only 2d10+3 due to the force size 
differences. 

If the total Defense Class of a force is less than zero, take the die type from the “+0” column that corresponds with the force size, 
then reduce one die size per negative two Defense Class.   

If a force’s Defense Class penalty is so severe that its damage type would be reduced beyond 1d4, assume the force does zero 
Defensive Damage.  In effect, its troops are too busy defending to retaliate against the attacking force. 

If a force is destroyed during the attack, it still deals Defensive Damage. 

Damage ReductionDamage ReductionDamage ReductionDamage Reduction    

If all troops in the force have Damage Reduction (DR), the force itself gains DR against the same types of damage.  To calculate 
the force’s overall DR, multiply the average of the troops’ DR by the force’s Defense Class.  If the force has a Defense Class 
below 1, the overall DR of the force is equal to the average of the individual troops’ DR. 

Force DR holds to the same restrictions as the troops’ individual DR.  For instance, if a force’s troops all have DR 1/slashing, the 
force’s DR is overcome by slashing weapons.  If a force’s troops all have varying DR restrictions, the DM may choose which 
restriction (or restrictions) apply to the force’s overall DR.
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VI.VI.VI.VI. SpellcastersSpellcastersSpellcastersSpellcasters    
Spellcasters are the ultimate in versatile warfare—unfortunately, they’re also difficult to come by.  If a commander is 
connected enough to form an entire force of spellcasters, however, he or she will be nearly unmatched on the battlefield.  The 
below sections detail the ways in which a spellcasting force may be deployed. 

The number of rounds each spellcasting force can cast at full power per day is limited.  At a minimum, all spellcasting forces can 
cast at full power for five rounds each day.  Spellcasting forces headed by a commander with the Leadership feat can cast an 
additional number of spells equal to one-third the commander’s Leadership score, rounded up.   

A force of casters with a commander whose Leadership score is 12, for example, can cast at full power for a total of nine rounds.  
Thereafter, treat the force as though it were two average levels lower.  (A force of level 4 wizards becomes, effectively, a force of 
level 2 wizards.) At reduced power, the spellcasting force can cast another five spells plus the additional “bonus” spells granted 
by the commander’s Leadership score.  Once those spells are expended, the force must rest before being able to effectively cast 
again. 

Note: Note: Note: Note: Spellcasting forces with an average level of zero cannot cast at reduced power; they are already effectively “reduced.”  

As Damage DealersAs Damage DealersAs Damage DealersAs Damage Dealers    

Spellcasters sent onto the field of battle hold two advantages no other force can boast: they can chose to be either melee or 
ranged fighters on a whim, and they are the only force that can attack with an area of effect.  Spellcasters deal damage based 
upon their average level  and the size of the force.  In the case of a non-integer result (i.e., the average level is “4.3”), round up in 
the case of a decimal greater than .5 and down if the decimal is less than .5.  (“4.3” becomes “4.”) 

Refer to Table Table Table Table KKKK    to determine spellcaster damage on the field of battle.  These damages apply only to forces in which 90 
percent or more of the troops are spellcasters. 

 

Table Table Table Table KKKK: Spellcasters’ Damage by Average Level: Spellcasters’ Damage by Average Level: Spellcasters’ Damage by Average Level: Spellcasters’ Damage by Average Level    

Melee SpellcastingMelee SpellcastingMelee SpellcastingMelee Spellcasting    

The above damages are taken without modification for spellcasters attacking an adjacent force.  The Damage Modifier of the 
force applies as normal. 

Note: Note: Note: Note: In addition to the spellcasting force’s penalty to Defense Class (usually equal to the size category of the force), a 
spellcasting force in melee invokes attacks of opportunity from adjacent opponents.  The number of adjacent opponents able to 
make an attack of opportunity on the spellcasters is limited to the size category of the spellcasting force.  If a spellcasting force 
of size 3 casts in melee, for instance, three adjacent opponents would be able to make attacks of opportunity.  If only one 
opponent is adjacent to the spellcasting force when it casts in melee, only that opponent may make an attack of opportunity.

Avg. Spellcaster Level: 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 3d6 3d8 3d10 4d8 4d10 4d12 5d10 5d12 6d10

2 4d6 4d8 4d10 4d12 5d10 5d12 6d10 6d12 5d20

3 4d8 4d10 4d12 5d10 5d12 6d10 6d12 5d20 6d20

4 4d10 4d12 5d10 5d12 6d10 6d12 5d20 6d20 3d100

5 4d12 5d10 5d12 6d10 6d12 5d20 6d20 3d100 4d100

6 4d20 6d12 5d20 6d20 3d100 4d100 5d100 6d100 7d100

7 4d100 5d100 6d100 7d100 8d100 9d100 12d100 4d1000 5d1000

8 6d100 7d100 8d100 9d100 12d100 4d1000 5d1000 6d1000 7d1000

9 9d100 12d100 4d1000 5d1000 6d1000 7d1000 8d1000 9d1000 10d1000

Spellcasters' Damage by Average Level
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 *Spellcasters below level 1 deal half the damage listed in this column.
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Ranged SpellcastingRanged SpellcastingRanged SpellcastingRanged Spellcasting    

Spellcasting forces can cast ranged spells at will; however, the spells’ effectiveness suffers at exceptional ranges.  For each 
“empty” battle square between the spellcasting force and its subject, minus one die from the damage roll.   

 

    

Example A: Four SquaredExample A: Four SquaredExample A: Four SquaredExample A: Four Squared    

A size 4 force made up of spellcasters (with an average level of four) intends to attack an incoming force as it rides  
onto the battlefield.  Our force (the Fourth Casters) begins their attack as the incoming force rides into square C5. 

Since the incoming force is a total of four battle squares away from its attackers, three “empty” squares lie between the forces.  
(The squares themselves do not necessarily need to be empty; the important factor is the distance between the forces.) Since 

the Fourth Casters would usually deal 5d12 to an adjacent foe, their distance reduces their damage to 2d12.  As the incoming 
force rides closer, the Fourth Casters will deal progressively more damage. 

 

 

Figure 1: Spellcaster Damage by DistanceFigure 1: Spellcaster Damage by DistanceFigure 1: Spellcaster Damage by DistanceFigure 1: Spellcaster Damage by Distance    

    

    

AreaAreaAreaArea----ofofofof----Effect SpellcastingEffect SpellcastingEffect SpellcastingEffect Spellcasting    

In addition to choosing a single melee or ranged target, a spellcasting force can choose to affect an area of the battlefield.  The 
affected squares must be adjacent to one another, but otherwise the force is free to split up the damage as they see fit.  If the 
Fourth Casters from the above example chose to attack two adjacent foes, for instance, they could choose to deal 3d12 to one 
force and 2d12 to the other. 

Area-of-effect casting can also be implemented at range.  Once the initial range penalty has reduced the dice pool, no further 
distance penalties apply, even if the divided damage stretches beyond the original distance.  If the Fourth Casters from the 
above example chose to attack both C3 and C4 during their round, for instance, they could divide the 4d12 in any way desired, 
without taking the additional distance penalty from attacking C4.   

As Defensive CastersAs Defensive CastersAs Defensive CastersAs Defensive Casters    

A force of defensive spellcasters can significantly increase the Defense Class of the forces on the field.  By converting all spells 
to defensive variations, a defensive spellcasting force may grant a bonus to the Defense Class of a nearby force equal to the 
average spellcasters’ level.  For example, the Fourth Casters (a size 4 force of level 4 spellcasters) could grant a total Defense 
Class bonus of +4 to one or more forces, as limited by the range and size of the defensive spellcasting force. 

The size category of the defensive spellcasters determines the number and size of the forces that can be granted the Defense 
Class bonus.  In general, the defensive spellcasters can only support a number of size categories equal to 1.5 multiplied by its 
own size category, rounded down.  The above-mentioned Fourth Casters could grant one force of size 6 the +4 Defense Class 
bonus. 

1 2 3 4 5

5d12 5d12 4d12 3d12 2d12

C
Spellcaster 

Force:      

Size/Lvl 4

5d12 4d12 3d12 2d12

A 4d12 4d12 3d12 2d12 1d12

B
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Alternatively, the defensive spellcasting force may choose to split the Defense Class bonus amongst multiple nearby forces.  
However, the size categories supported must still be equal to or lower than 1.5 multiplied by the defensive spellcasters’ size 
category.  The Fourth Casters, for instance, could grant a +2 Defense Class to both a size 2 and a size 4 force, assuming both are 
within range, since the sum of the size categories supported still equals 6. 

The range of defensive spellcasters is also limited to the force’s size category.  Defensive spellcasters may affect any forces 
within a number of battle squares equal to the force’s size category; a size 3 force of defensive spellcasters can affect forces with 
troops up to three battle squares away.  The entire force does not need to be within range of the defensive spellcasters to gain 
the Defense Class bonus.  

The defensive spellcasting force may only redistribute its defensive bonus(es) at the beginning of its turn.  If the force gaining 
the defensive bonus ends its turn  or is attacked while out of range of the defensive spellcasting force, it immediately loses the 
defensive bonus. 

As HealersAs HealersAs HealersAs Healers    

To use spellcasters as healers, the base spellcasting force must be able to cast healing magic.  A force made entirely of goodly 
clerics or druids is perhaps best suited to being drafted as a healing force,  though arcane spellcasters with the ability, or rogues 
with wands, might be likewise be drafted to the task. 

Healers can heal damage per round according to Table Table Table Table LLLL.   

 

Table Table Table Table LLLL: Spellcasters’ : Spellcasters’ : Spellcasters’ : Spellcasters’ HealingHealingHealingHealing    by Average Levelby Average Levelby Average Levelby Average Level    

As spellcasters, healers may divide their spells per the area-of-effect and ranged spellcasting rules as described above. 

Avg. Spellcaster Level: 1* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 2d6 2d8 2d10 3d8 3d10 3d12 4d10 6d12 5d10

2 3d6 3d8 3d10 3d12 4d10 4d12 5d10 5d12 4d20

3 3d8 3d10 3d12 4d10 4d12 5d10 5d12 4d20 5d20

4 3d10 3d12 4d10 4d12 5d10 5d12 4d20 5d20 2d100

5 3d12 4d10 4d12 5d10 5d12 4d20 5d20 2d100 3d100

6 3d20 5d12 4d20 5d20 2d100 3d100 4d100 5d100 6d100

7 3d100 4d100 5d100 6d100 7d100 8d100 11d100 3d1000 4d1000

8 5d100 6d100 7d100 8d100 11d100 3d1000 4d1000 5d1000 6d1000

9 8d100 11d100 3d1000 4d1000 5d1000 6d1000 7d1000 8d1000 9d1000

Spellcasters' Healing by Average Level
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 *Spellcasters below level 1 heal half the damage listed in this column.
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VII.VII.VII.VII. The CommanderThe CommanderThe CommanderThe Commander    
Forces without commanders are at severe disadvantage.  Commanders boost a force’s damage, speed, defense, attack, and 
tactical abilities. 

In order to command a force to its fullest extent, a commander must have the Leadership feat.  Commanders without the 
Leadership do not grant Speed or Damage Modifiers to their force, and cannot choose to execute Tactical Maneuvers.   

Damage ModifierDamage ModifierDamage ModifierDamage Modifier    

Damage Modifiers are the direct, “extra” damage a force does each round.  On a successful attack, the Damage Modifier is 
added to the damage roll. 

A force’s Damage Modifier is based upon its commander’s Leadership score.  (Refer to Table Table Table Table EEEE.) Without a commander—or with 
a commander without the Leadership feat—a force has a natural Damage Modifier of -2.  The natural penalty reflects the 
ineffective tactics of a directionless force. 

Speed ModifierSpeed ModifierSpeed ModifierSpeed Modifier    

The base speed of a force is equal to the speed of the slowest creature included in the force.  However, particularly skilled 
commanders may be able to boost the speed of their force by boosting their force’s efficiency and morale, just as particularly 
inept commanders may hinder the movements of their force.  TableTableTableTable    MMMM outlines the bonus (or penalty) to a force’s Speed based 
upon its commander’s Leadership score. 

 

TableTableTableTable    MMMM: : : : Speed ModifiersSpeed ModifiersSpeed ModifiersSpeed Modifiers    

Commander ActionsCommander ActionsCommander ActionsCommander Actions    

In addition to granting leadership bonuses, commanders can make or continue one “commander action” per round.  At the DM’s 
discretion,  particular commander actions may not be available during certain battle conditions; likewise, players may propose 
alternative commander actions, if they feel their desired tactics are not represented here. 

In order to take any of the commander actions below (except for Command Force), a commander must have the Leadership feat. 

i.i.i.i. CommanCommanCommanCommand Force (Duration: 1 round)d Force (Duration: 1 round)d Force (Duration: 1 round)d Force (Duration: 1 round)    

The commander spends his or her turn commanding their force: giving orders, hearing reports, and surveying the 
field.  Each force must be commanded at least once every five battle rounds; if a force is left unattended for more 
than five battle rounds, that force loses all commander bonuses.  Commander bonuses are reinstated the round 
after the commander resumes command.   

Note: Note: Note: Note: Command Force is the only commander action that does not require the Leadership feat to execute. 

ii.ii.ii.ii. Coordinate Retreat (Duration: 1 round or commander concentration; whichever is greater)Coordinate Retreat (Duration: 1 round or commander concentration; whichever is greater)Coordinate Retreat (Duration: 1 round or commander concentration; whichever is greater)Coordinate Retreat (Duration: 1 round or commander concentration; whichever is greater)    

Experienced commanders can withdraw their forces with minimal losses by ensuring their troops cover each 
while extricating themselves from the battlefield.  When a commander directly supervises a called retreat using 
the Coordinate Retreat action, add one-fifth of the commander’s Leadership score (rounded up) to the force’s 
Defense Class.  The bonus to Defense Class only lasts so long as the commander solely focuses on coordinating the 
retreat. 

Retreating forces still take Attacks of Opportunity, but have a better chance to avoid taking damage. 

≤ 3 4 - 9 10 - 15 16 - 21 22 - 27 28 - 33 34 - 39 40 - 45 ≥ 46

Speed Modifier*: -5 ft. +0 ft. +0 ft. +0 ft. + 5 ft. + 5 ft. +10 ft. + 10 ft. + 15 ft.

Leadership Modifiers: Speed Modifiers

Leadership Score:

 *Base speed is the speed of the slowest creature in the squad.
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iii.iii.iii.iii. Deal Damage (Duration: 1 round or spell concentration; whichever is greater)Deal Damage (Duration: 1 round or spell concentration; whichever is greater)Deal Damage (Duration: 1 round or spell concentration; whichever is greater)Deal Damage (Duration: 1 round or spell concentration; whichever is greater)    

The commander joins the fray, either attacking with a physical weapon or a spell.  Roll damage as normal; the 
total damage to the opposing force is half the result.  The opposing force deals one-fifth Defensive Damage in 
retaliation, rounded up. 

iv.iv.iv.iv. Resize ForceResize ForceResize ForceResize Force    (Duration: (Duration: (Duration: (Duration: 2 rounds)2 rounds)2 rounds)2 rounds)    

The commander splits off a portion of his or her force, or annexes another force into his or her own.  In the case of 
splitting a force, the force may be split into two parts for every two rounds the commander focuses on 
reorganization.  During the first round of commander concentration, the force is still considered a single entity, 
but is “stretched,” taking up two battle squares.  Due to disarray, the force deals only half Defensive Damage. 
During the second round, the force is effectively split and is considered two separate forces. 

Note: Note: Note: Note: If the commander cannot effectively command the “new” force once it has split from the original, and no 
secondary commander is available to take command, the new force is immediately considered to be acting 
without a commander. 

In order to join two forces together, the forces must be both adjacent to one another and willing to join forces.   
During the first round of the Resize Force action, both forces are still considered separate, and both deal only half 
Defensive Damage.   During the second round of the Resize Force action, the forces merge onto a single battle 
square and the penalty is negated. 

During the second round, recalculate the statistics of the force or forces accordingly.  In addition, reroll Initiative 
with a -2 penalty. 

Commander FeatsCommander FeatsCommander FeatsCommander Feats    

The below feat is only available with DM approval. 

i.i.i.i. Along the LineAlong the LineAlong the LineAlong the Line    
Prerequisites: Leadership score greater than 10, past experience commanding a force of size 4 or greater. 
Whenever in command of a force of size 4 or greater during battle, a commander with the Along the Line feat may 
split his or her Damage Class die pool amongst adjacent opponents.  The number of opposing forces that may be 
attacked in one battle round is limited to the number of dice in the pool (each opponent must be dealt at least one 
whole die of damage), and opponents must be declared before damage is rolled.  The force’s Damage Modifier is 
added to each attack; likewise, each attack invokes Defensive Damage from the opposing force.
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VIII.VIII.VIII.VIII. Tactical ManeuTactical ManeuTactical ManeuTactical Maneuversversversvers    

EntrenchEntrenchEntrenchEntrench    

Dig in, men—they can come to us.  Some forces are better equipped to defend rather than attack.  A commander who orders his 
or her troops to entrench their positions gains a bonus to attack by forgoing movement.  Entrenching is a full round action.  
Entrenched forces cannot move or attack, but gain a +4 Defense Class bonus. 

First StrikeFirst StrikeFirst StrikeFirst Strike    

The best defense is a good offense.  Whichever force gains First Strike, either by rolling the highest Initiative check or otherwise 
winning a surprise round, makes the first move.  Damage dealt for a First Strike is multiplied by a factor of 1.5—that’s one-
point-five, not fifteen, you power players—rounded up, and the force’s Damage Class gains a +2 bonus for the First Strike 
round only.  First Strike can only be used once per encounter, and must either be used during the first round or not at all. 

SiegeSiegeSiegeSiege    

They’ll have to come out eventually.  This maneuver will be outlined in future versions of the Terr-Solum Battle Book.      

StealthStealthStealthStealth    

What can’t be seen can’t be hit.  Smaller forces naturally deal less damage to a larger force; there simply aren’t enough troops in 
the smaller force to do as much damage to the larger.  A commander instructing his or her troops to act stealthily can get closer 
to the opposing force without being seen, and therefore has longer to determine where best to hit the opposing force. 

To use the Stealth tactic, the opposing force cannot already know the current location of the stealthing force.  The commander 
of the stealthing force makes a Leadership check against the opposing force’s commander, adding a bonus equal to 20 divided 
by the size of the stealthing force to his or her check.  (I.e., a force of size 1 gets a +20 to the Stealth check, in addition to the 
commander’s Leadership score; a force of size 4 only gets a +5.  The smaller a force is, the easier it is to go unnoticed.) 

On a successful Stealth check, the stealthing force is not noticed by the opposing force.  Moving at half speed, the stealthing 
force can infiltrate the opponent’s camp, move to a better position, or otherwise reposition themselves.  If the force is already in a 
position to attack and has succeeded its Stealth check, roll an attack with a +2 to Damage Class.  (Since the opposing force is 
unaware of the stealthing force’s presence, the stealthing force automatically wins First Strike, granting the +2 to its Damage 
Class.)    

Withdraw from BattleWithdraw from BattleWithdraw from BattleWithdraw from Battle    

Fall back, men!  For each 1,000 troops withdrawing, the withdrawal takes one battle round.  However, a tactical withdrawal 
takes a minimum of two battle rounds, regardless of the size of the force.  A force of 750 that called a withdrawal, for instance, 
would not be able to fully withdraw from the battlefield for two battle rounds, while a force of 7000 would take seven battle 
rounds to withdraw.   

A force on the retreat cannot attack, but gains a +4 bonus to their Defense Class.   A force that has withdrawn from battle 
cannot rejoin the same battle unless ambushed by the opposing force. 
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IX.IX.IX.IX. Force ModifiersForce ModifiersForce ModifiersForce Modifiers    
The following modifiers apply only to forces that meet the prerequisites described in each section. 

FatigueFatigueFatigueFatigue    

Prerequisite:Prerequisite:Prerequisite:Prerequisite: Fight or defend for five hours (10 battle rounds), or march  for eight hours without rest. 

Effect:Effect:Effect:Effect:  If a force meets the prerequisite above and does not rest for a full eight hours before its next action, it becomes fatigued.  
A fatigued force takes a -2 penalty to both Damage Class and Defense Class.  These penalties worsen if the force continues to 
act without resting; after another five hours of fighting or eight hours of marching, the force takes a cumulative -4 to both 
Damage Class and Defense Class.  For each period without rest, the penalties continue to double. 

Note:  Note:  Note:  Note:  Forces that do not need to rest (e.g., undead, constructs, etc.) cannot be fatigued.  Likewise, forces made up entirely of 
troops that need less than eight hours of rest, such as elves, need only a “full night’s rest,” however long that may be. 

Experience ModifiersExperience ModifiersExperience ModifiersExperience Modifiers: Force Level I: Force Level I: Force Level I: Force Level I    (Amateur)(Amateur)(Amateur)(Amateur)    

Prerequisite: Prerequisite: Prerequisite: Prerequisite:     Fight and defeat enough forces to gain 5 Experience Points (XP).  

Effect: Effect: Effect: Effect: The force commander may choose one of the following permanent bonuses to apply to the designated force: 

1. Force gains +1 Damage Class. 
2. Force gains +1 Defense Class. 
3. Force gains +2 Initiative bonus. 

Experience MoExperience MoExperience MoExperience Modifiersdifiersdifiersdifiers: Force Level II (Veteran): Force Level II (Veteran): Force Level II (Veteran): Force Level II (Veteran)    

Prerequisite: Prerequisite: Prerequisite: Prerequisite:     Fight and defeat enough forces to gain 12 XP. 

Effect: Effect: Effect: Effect: The force commander may choose one of the following permanent bonuses to apply to the designated force: 

1. Force may gain any one of the Level I bonuses. 
2. Force gains a +5 ft. speed boost. 
3. All fortifications built by the force have a +2 rank. 
4. All ranged attacks made by the force gain a range bonus of +1 battle square. 

Experience ModifiersExperience ModifiersExperience ModifiersExperience Modifiers: Force Level III (Expert): Force Level III (Expert): Force Level III (Expert): Force Level III (Expert)    

Prerequisite: Prerequisite: Prerequisite: Prerequisite:     Fight and defeat enough forces to gain 20 XP. 

Effect: Effect: Effect: Effect: The force commander may choose one of the following permanent bonuses to apply to the designated force: 

1. Force may gain any one of the Level I or Level II bonuses. 
2. The time before the force is treated as fatigued is doubled. 
3. All terrain penalties are halved for the force. 
4. The force may act as though the commander has the Along the Line feat, even if the commander does not meet 

the prerequisites. 

 

Note: Gaining ExperienceNote: Gaining ExperienceNote: Gaining ExperienceNote: Gaining Experience    

XP is awarded at the end of each battle.  Each force gains XP based upon how many forces it destroyed; for the purposes of XP awards, the 
force that deals the ‘killing blow’ wins the XP, even if another force did the majority of the damage.  Forces only gain XP if the destroyed force 

is equal to or larger in size.   XP is awarded according to the following equation: 

XP = 1 + (Destroyed Force Size – Winning Force Size) 

For example, a force of size 3 that defeated a force of size 5 would gain 3 XP.  A force of size 3 that defeated another of the same size would 
gain 1 XP.  Once gained, XP cannot be lost; when the XP equation results in less than zero, the winning force receives no XP award for the 

battle.   

Forces that lose 50% or more troops in a battle lose all XP modifiers and points. 
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X.X.X.X. Forthcoming SectionsForthcoming SectionsForthcoming SectionsForthcoming Sections    
The following sections will be added in future iterations of the Terr-Solum Battle Book: 

� Commander/Force Cheat Sheet 

� Siege Rules 

� Terrain Rules 

 


